The 311 code WARning
This code exist of multiple numbers that are connected with each other.
This code is also incorporated in Brexit.
Brexit in gematria sums to the occult number of 33
See youtube clip Brexit exposed occult number 33
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqWF6Foa2j4

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Brexit started on UK date

or US date

23/6/2016 code 236

or 6/23 2016 code 623

623 is the number of Apolluon – the Destroyer which is connected to Rev 9:11
He is the KING mentioned as the Angel of the Bottomless pit.
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+9%3A11&version=KJV
https://biblehub.com/greek/623.htm

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We are in the year because if we mirror 9/11/2001
9/11/2001 - 1002119
12119 (from here 2 dates)
First date

1/21/19 Super Blood Moon

1/21/19
1/3/1
date BREXIT notice also the first Brexit date was 10/31 now it is 1/31 (again Brexit is a code
date started on 6/23 which is a code see above.

Second date

12/1/19
3/1/1

code 3/11 or 11/3
or 12/1/2019
Revelation 12/1/3

9/11/2001
9/2/3 - also date 9/23 2017 Heavenly Sign once in 7000 years.
Rev 12:1 -3
12/1/2019
12/1/-3
see above the connection with the mirror date of 9/11/2001.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Economist 2019 says you have to mirror the year so you get the dates we already
mirrored 9/11/2001 see the dates.
If we mirror the year 2019 we have to notice that the number 9 is different than all the
numbers.
9102 <---2019---> 9102
12
3

/

/

12
3

Notice first 12/12 that is the vote day of British Parliament for Brexit (again the connection
with brexit).
9/11/2001 till 12/12/2019 sums 6666 days
9/11/2001 till 12/1/2019 sums 18 years , 2 months and 21 days
9
/2
/3
code 923
Also notice the 33 again !!! Order out of Chaos.
Extra Friday the 13th will be the day after the 12th of December

The base they wanna go from 9 to 3 (9 2 3) the capstone of the pyramid completion
(like on the dollar bill).
From 911 to 113
9(11)3
923
9/23 a code and also a date.
on date 9 23 2017 heavenly sign in the sky astronomy once in 7000 years

Rev: 12 The woman and the dragon is played out in I Pet Goat animation movie.
Us date 9/23 code 923
Uk date 23/9 code 239

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9 11 2001
9/2/3

code 923 or mirror 329
This code is seen a lot in Media News Movies
See youtube link 329 code in movies or google in youtube code 329 movies, u will see all
results.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0etcnL3K9bE

The date 11/30/2019
if you see the number 1 as a (/) than you have The date: 1132019 (//32/9) 329 mirror
923
So 11/30/2019 = 329 or mirror date of 923

The dates are connected (911/1130 and the code 329/923) and Brexit dates also plays a
big part in this.

Notice 3 mastercodes
Some mastercodes:
Gregorian 9/11/2001
9/2/3
Julian

8/29/2001
8/2/3

Jewish

6/23/5761
6/23

--------------------------------------Gregorian 11/30/2019
11/3
Julian
11/17/2019
2/8/3
Jewish

3/2/5780
3/2/2

Stock market on 8/23 see picture

the code of 623 and 239
They wanna make something clear here a warning
Notice 239 this was also seen in the picture of the british queen and Prince Harry
Picture Prince Harry Queen M.
First British 223 322 skull and bones but also the 322 day of the year 11/18/2019.
On the Gregorian 12/1/2019 is on the Julian 11/18/2019
On Jewish calendar Kislev 3 which is 3/3
SO what is the connection with the 239:
Abraham Lincoln who was born on this code
02 12 1809
2/3/9
date Born Abraham Lincoln
Gregorian 2/12/1809
Julian 1/31/1809

This was on the Julian 1/31/1809 see the 1/31 again the Brexit date.

Abraham Lincoln dies
Gregorian 4/15/1865
4/6/2
Julian 4/3/1865
4/3/2
Jewish 1/19/5625
1/1/9
Notice 119 reverse 911 code when he dies.
Also the 432 code of the Julian is important referring to the economist cover of 1988
with the reset warning of 10/10/2018. I will show later.

Abraham Lincoln ship name CVN-72 - Gematrica 234 reverse 432 Death of Abraham
Lincoln.

March 29 (3/29) is the 88th day of the year
Trump is 88
March 29 can also be seen as 3/29 or 3/11
Air force one (plane of the president) is 329

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I showed already some Hints we are in possible year of the false flag chaos and market
crash:

HINT 9 11 2001 mirror 1002 11 9
1/21/19 date of the super BloodMOON

date US 1/21/19 but in Uk date 21/1/19 = 311
3/1/1

*Jk Bug Out : explained that after 2 years after Heavenly sign on 23/9/2019 the kick off
would be of all destruction!!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HewZiFJG3S4

He calculated that this would be on 10/02/2019 this also confirmed on the cover of the
Economist 2019
See economist cover 2019 mirror front page.
https://shop.economist.com/products/the-world-in-2019
The cover can be mirrored and the year 2019 is displayed BUT the number 9 is different
form all the all numbers , so the number 9 should be left out during the mirroring and
decoding.
HINT Mirror the cover

2019 – 9102
102
10/2 date October 2 (even the crescent MOON
displayed on the cover matches).
This is the exact date that appears after 2 years of the Rev:12 the woman and the dragon
after the heavenly sign on 23/9/2017.
But the cover gives also the hint of a month:
2019 -9102
102
12
the month 12 December
But if you also add the 9 you get 12/9
If we mirror the date of 2019
we get 9102 that makes 9/12 (because the british are so involved in all of this /Brexit
we can also say 9/12 is a very important date.
I already showed multiple dates in december for Chaos.
the weekend of 11/30 flows over in 12/1
we also have the date of date 12/12
but also 12/9
Biggest market crash dates all time

1987 10 19
1929 10 29
year 1929 date of crash on a 29
year 1987 date of crash on a 19
year 2019 date of crash on a 09
Is december 12/9 the date of Black Monday???

HINT Economist gives also another hint: the first cover of 2019 was initially BLACK.
NY had a BlackOut on the night of 13th – 14th July 2019. So they are saying the cover
predicts what is coming!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HINT
Economist cover of 1988 the PHOENIX get ready for one world currency.
See the link or google the tittle.
https://www.google.com/search?q=economist+cover+1988+phoenix&oq=economist+cover+1988+phoenix&aqs
=chrome..69i57.6615j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

Cover gives a date 10 10 2018 its a WARNING
On that date ---- 10 10 2018 top 3 drops ever in the Stockmarket NY Dow JONES INDEX
Close 25,598.74

Net -831.83
3 . 2

% -3,15
9

source : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_daily_changes_in_the_Dow_Jones_Industrial_Average
Again the code of 3 2 9 mirror 9 2 3
They wanna make something clear here….
3.29
3/11 the code mirror 113
Also 10 /10/ 18
1/ 1 / 9 reverse 9 11
Also the words PhoenIX is mentioned in a certain way
IX like Roman number 9 in combination with the 10 ten IX makes again 119

Calculations between dates
Economist Cover 1988 was published on 1 /9 /1988
1/9/1988

till

10/10/2018

30 years 9 months and 2 days - again the code of 392 but US dates first the months
than the days and than the years 923
11/3/2019 is
2 /3 / 3
Calculations between the two dates also sums to 11.233 days
Also the 432 code of Abraham Lincoln on the Julian is important referring to the
economist cover of 1988 with the reset warning of 10/10/2018.

If you calculate 10/10/2018 and add 432 days you get to 12/15/2019
This is 2 days after friday the 13th and in a weekend.
On the Julian this date makes 12/2/2019
3/2/3
On the Jewish this date makes 3/17/5780
3/8/2
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

More Proof stock markets are indicators

Calculations between dates (picture do u see the 239% again)

On 8/23 this year the codes came clear of 623 - 239
We saw the hints and codes with abraham lincoln but if you take 11/22/2019
This is the assassination date of JFK and this is day number 236 mirror of 623
this date is also 89.32% of the year or mirror 9328
This date is on the Julian calendar between the time frame of 12/1 till 12/12 of the
Gregorian calendar. I will show the time frame later on.

But in 2018 we saw the code cover of 1988 10/10/2018
But in 2018 there was also a top ten crash on
3/22/2018 drop of 2.39%
If we watch 12/1/2019 on Gregorian we see on Julian the date of 11/18/2019
which is the the 322th day of the year.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On 9 11 2001 the stock market stayed closed till 9 17 2001, this was the longest
shutdown since 1933. Occult number 33
When re-opened it drops 777 points

If you add 7 years and 2 weeks (2x7) on 9 11 2001 you get to the date of 9 29 2008

The crash of 2008 (credit crunch) started on 09 29 2008
Dow dropped 777.7 points
If you add 7 years 7 months 7 weeks and 7 days on 9 29 2008

You get to date of Brexit vote of 6 /23/ 2016
The number code of Apolluon the destroyer.
See youtube Christine Lagarde on the magic number 7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_BTX-KNZJ4

And youtube Trump inauguration triple 7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HljMA6aSjcU

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Back to the code brexit date 6/23 or 23/6
The code is seen in many ways movies news stock market etc
623 or 236
239 or 923

The brexit date is a code in many ways
mirror 6/23/2016 – 6102326
6102/326
9/11
again brexit will would on UK date 31/10 – 311 or mirror 113
Now it will end on Uk date 31/1 which still makes 311 mirror 113

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On May 2016 David Cameron(PM) stated that if Brexit would pass, if the people vote
Brexit leave he predicts : World WAR 3 would be possible.
https://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/article/brexit-david-cameron-predicts-world-war

He repeats this in a interview in 2019!!!
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1176264/brexit-news-boris-johnson-no-deal-david-cameron-world-war-3-eu
-spt

1. This is not a prediction he is telling the truth about what he knows. The truth
about the brexit dates (the codes).
That Brexit is actually voted on 6/23 (Appoluon coming) and on the exit date is a code
when everything starts 11/3 or 311 (start/kick off) code that the false flag will lead to
WORLD WAR 3
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Back to the Base and US date 9 /11 /2001
9/2/3
9/23

UK date 23/9
239 is also de the code for Plutonium need for NukeCLEAR bomb
code for Abraham Lincoln (born on that date)
But also mirror 923

Us date 113
11 /30 /2019
2/3/3
233 is the code for Uranium and is also in combination with plutonium used for
NukeClear methodes.
https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plutonium-239

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Movie Black Sunday
In gematria the title sums to: 771
678
113
we have seen 239 code is also a date 23/9/2017 Heavenly sign rev 12 exposed in I pet
Goat.
We also know 113 is a brexit code and date.

11/30/2019 is on a Saturday and flows over in 12/1 Sunday. So another hint we will
have a BLACK sunday like in the movie.
Hint the movie release date of Black Sunday is on March 11 1977 ( 3/11/1977).
3/11 reverse 11/3
Release date 3/11/1977
3/2/6
Again the code reverse 623 Appoluon and Brexit vote date
------------------------------------------There is also a similar movie named 2 Minute Warning
Released on November 12 or 11/12 which can be seen as 11/3
Running time 115 minutes so after 11/3 we have 11/5 a 2 minute warning means (2 day
WARning???).
Release date 2 Minute Warning 11/12/1976
2/3/5
235 is also like 233 the code for Uranium used together with 239 Plutonium for a Atomic
Bomb
Watch the link as I shared before.

https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plutonium-239

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the Netherlands terrorist attack on 18 March 2019
https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schietincident_in_Utrecht_op_18_maart_2019

24 Oktoberplein in Utrecht in english 24th Octobersquare.

Gematrica Oktoberplein 142 mirror 241 you can convert this to a date like 24/10
The date 24/10 corresponds with the name of the square 24th of Octobersquare
So they give a hint we are behind this NEWS by numbers.
WIKIPEDIA states that the first offical notification of the this terrorist attack was on
11:03 (code 113)

Detail: the square 24 Oktoberplein is named after the founding of the UN (united
nations) 24/10/1945
24/10/1945
6/1/ 1
if you flip this you get the 119 mirror 911 date/code
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tweet in the Netherlands on 10/19/2019 came on mainstream media (see picture)
https://045online.nl/politie-waarschuwt-voor-nepbericht-over-aanslag-in-heerlen/

Again code (10/19) - 119 the tweets stated there was a false warning tweet viral on the
internet (twitter) about a terrorist attack > in Heerlen< the police and media stated this
was false.
See printscreen tweet picture in news link(up)

The time the tweet was made 23:03
Convert to 11:03 PM in US time (code 113)
11/3/2019
2/3 /3
(code time 23:03)

The Tweet was made by username Harold293
Again the code 293 mirror 392
3/92
3/11 or 11/3
In gematria : Heerlen and Harold293 get same results: Encoded Image (163)
So we know that they are giving a coded message
If we use our info it match the codes (293 and 332)
Gregorian date 12/1/19
Julian
Jewish

19/10/19 

11/18/2019
2/9/3
3/3/5780
3/3/2

19/10/19

19119

Harold 293
12/1/19
3/1/1 code

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------More hints in the Stock market 2019
On 1/4/2019 gain of 3.29%

date code 3.29 (2+9) (3.11) or 311
On 8/23/2019 bigg drop of 623 points
239 points
See picture.

They give codes through the stock markets
Brexit start date 623
Heavenly sign date 239
Also watch 8/23 /2019 (top 20 Drop all time)---- 8/23 is the 235 day of the year.
235 is also the code for Uranium like 233 and 239 for plutonium.
Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_daily_changes_in_the_Dow_Jones_Industrial_Average

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

dates on a row
Code (236)
Code (239)
CODE (239)
Code (311)

UK DATE
US DATE
Brexit vote 23/6/ 2016
CODE (623) 6/23/2016
HEAVENLY SIGN 23/9/2017
CODE (923) 9/23/2017
COVER 1988
date displayed 10/10/ 2018
Brexit leave 31/1/2019
- reverse 113
11/30/2019

Code 623 Appoluon
Code 239 plutonium
Code 923 Sign Heavenly
Code 113 date of False flag or when everything starts..

They wanna go from the silver gate to the golden gate.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Stock markets codes this year 2019 source List of largest daily changes.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_daily_changes_in_the_Dow_Jones_Industrial_Average

This year pattern

2019 01 03 (01+03=13)
2019 01 04 (01+04=14)

-2,83%
+3,29%

2019 05 13
drop)
2019 08 14
.
.
.- 2019 08 05

-2,38%…………………….2019 08 23 (code 623 & 239
-3,05%
 -2,90%

Notice number 13 and 14 or combinations appearing !!!
Economist 2019 initial cover was Black. The code was BLACKOUT and this happened on
13 from 14 July 2019 in NYC.
Paris attacks police 10/3 seen as number 13
Saudi Oil Attack 13/14 September number 13 & 14
Possible date 12/1/2019
date 12/1
3/1
31 reverse 13 number 13 which above we have seen many times
Also remember 239 or 923 sums to number 14

Economist cover of 2019 with all the mirrored people.
https://ukshop.economist.com/products/the-world-in-2019?redirect=International

One of them Mona Angelina
Refers to Angelina Jolie she is born on 06/04/1975
On 2019 06 04 stock market high +2,06 % gain top 20 all time high.
+2,06 seen as a date 2/6/2019
Calculations between dates
From 2/6/2019

till

6/4/2019

Result 118 days
3 months 29 days again the code of 3.29
the code can be seen as 3.29 mirror 923
the code can be seen as 3.29 3.(2+9=11) or 3/11

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The date 11/30/2019
1132019 (//32/9) mirror 923
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Economist cover 2019 mirror de cover decode : and get the dates. I started out before
leave the number 9 out!!! It is the only number different from the other numbers on the
cover magazine.
We already saw the dates before of 12/12 but you can also make 12/21

9102
12
3

date 12/21/ 2012

mirror 2019
/
21
/
3

end of the world hype

date 12/21/ 2019

calculations between dates exactly magic 7 years further from this initial end of the
world hype date.
Olympic games 2012 London also refers to the PHOENIX – new age like the cover of
1988 Phoenix cover

You also referred to songs also notice

Just for notice:
R.E.M song end of the World: length single version: 3:29 3/11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It%27s_the_End_of_the_World_as_We_Know_It_(And_I_F
eel_Fine)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Also notice end of the world Phenomenon wikipedia on the 21 or 23 day of 2012 end of
the world
https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012-fenomeen

12/1/2019 will be on Ethiopian calendar 21/2012
12/3/2019 will be Ethiopian calendar 23/2012

If you see the number 0ne as a slash so you count the out:
The Movie 2012 release date 11/13/2009 - 329 or 923
11132009
///32009
///329
We already stated 329 (3/2+9=11) 3/11
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Drone attack Saudi Arabia from 13 to 14 september 2019. Date in US was still 13
september.
News on 9/13/2019
9132019
9/320/9
9/32/9
From both sides 932 or 329

Kuopio Finland school attack
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/finland-shooting-latest-de
ad-shopping-mall-kuopio-injured-a9127816.html
News on 10/1/2019 which is 113
1/1/3
Kuopio = number 379 – code Disaster

If you see the number 0ne as a slash so you count the out:
Paris Police Attack
News on 10/03/2019 Paris Police Attack
10032019
/00320/9
/329

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Simpson no august 27 – 08/27/2019 is the 239th day of the year in 2019!!!
See picture.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

again the code 239 that they show

News media MJ chase the TRUTH

picture Harry and queen Mum

2 man running on their shirts 239 and 223
08/11/ 2019 is the 223th day of the year in 2019
calculations between dates 8/11/2019

till

12/1/2019

is 113 days

239 can also seen as the date of 9/23/2017 Heavenly Sign once 7000 years
Or the date code of Abraham Lincoln
Or nuclear code Plutonium
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bitcoin 52 weeks high and low
Lowest point was 3.261,9300 - convert this in 326 /93
326 reverse is 623
9/3 reverse 3/9
If we take 12/9 as possible black monday this date can be seen as 12/9 or 3/9
Also notice that on Bitcoin crashed on 9/23 and from that date is still going downwards

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I have made a time frame when catastrophe starts as you put it perfectly.
If 2019 is the year of catastrophe than I have the following time frame based on my
research (used multiple sources as you see)

Based on the codes they have given (the powers that control the system)
They gave us a time frame of codes from various sources and December is the prominent
month that things will go into Chaos !!!
Codes 113/322/239/113/239
->Gregorian calendar From 11/30/2019 till 12/12/2019
That is on the Julian:
->Julians calendar From 11/17/2019 till 11/29/2019

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The weekend KICK OFF of 11/30 and 12/1 going on till 12/12
Gregorian date
11/30/2019
11/3

Julian date
11/17/2019
2/8/3

Jewish date
3/2/5780
3/2/2

Everything will start on 11/30 or 322 on the Jewish Calendar
and ends on 12/12/2019
Gregorian date
12/12/2019
3/3/3

Julian date
11/29/2019
2/2/3

Jewish date
3/14/5780
3/5/2

Notice 11/29/2019 is the 333th day of the year, same like the code of the gregorian date
12/12/2019
Notice 11/29/2019 can also seen as 9/2/3 because november is latin Novem = 9

Notice 12/1/2019 is on the Julian 11/18/2019
11/18/2019 is the 322th day of the year seen as 322 the start date on the Jewish
calendar when catastrophe starts. See above.
Special date within the time frame of 11/3 till 12/12
So it starts with 322 codes and ends with 333 codes.
11/18/2019
2/9/3 the code again
12/1/19
3/1/1
Jewish calendar Kislev 3 seen as 3/3

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Notice 12/9/2019
-->is the Julian calendar 11/26/2019 and Jewish 3/11/5780
2/8/3
3/2/2
This is the same as 12/1/2019 codes

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Another date to watch in the time frame
Gregorian 12/5/2019
Julian calendar 11/22/2019
this date is the 326th day of the year - 623 code
is the 89.32% of the year so the code or 2398 code 239
and the date itself 11/22/2019 is the assassination date of JFK
These numbers referred to the stock market drop of 8/23/2019
Even the exact numbers are choses because the drop was 239.62
which makes 239.8 the exact code
the date 11/22/2019
2/4/3
On 3/22/2018 there was also a drop of 2.93%
this is 3/4/2 a mirror of the code date on 11/22/2019

3/22/2018 is also 322 - 223 Skull and bones but also notice the drop here 2.93%
392
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Conclusion the Month of December will be the month of catastrophe and the time frame
11/30 till 12/12 gives us multiple codes every date in that specific period has a certain
code. IF it is Julian Jweish or Gregorian all have some kind of hint or correlation with the
codes.
I hope you can use this information in one of your vids?!
You have the expertise, followers and the knowledge to make a good information movie
about this.
Could you also credit the next people in this vid:
JK Bug OUT, Many Fish, Exalted Lamb, Steve Fletcher, Shaking my heads production,
Russianvids, Spudgy Pang, Zachery K Hubbard, Julian T, and yourself of course :)
I don§§t need credits, just wanna stay anonymous. Just wanna inform the people liek
you.

Last but not least the biggest markets drops date of all time
10/19/1987
date of 119
10/28/1929
1/1/3
these to are the biggest drop of all time..!!!

